Your Business
Adapt to Survive

The last big game-changer, the
internet, packs lessons for our future
in the tennis industry.
By Liza Horan

I

t was October 1991 and I
had just accepted the role of
production assistant on the
tennis publications owned by
The New York Times Company. Though my sights were set on
being editor of a health magazine one
day, I figured the chance to work for
the illustrious Gray Lady would stand
out more on my resume than the
fact that I had switched from editorial to production after getting laid
off from a daily newspaper. Plus, I’d
played tennis since I was 8 years old,
and a highlight of my life was getting
Martina Navratilova’s autograph after
a Wightman Cup match in 1984.

What I couldn’t know then was that
this move was more than a job—I was
joining a company that provided the
opportunity to learn, grow and innovate; an exciting industry that delivered a rewarding career; and a tennis
community that felt like a family.
Six months later I switched back
to editorial on Tennis USTA magazine until 1995, when the stars truly
aligned for me. I was asking the right
questions to the right people at the
right time to score the chance to bring
Tennis Magazine online. The initial
launch happened with the debut of
the MSN (Microsoft Network) online
service, which led to my founding and
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The increase in the use of technology
and the internet means you should
be investing in software or apps that
will help your business.

running Tennis.com through 2005.
It was the kind of break that rarely
arises. The internet was a real gamechanger in tennis and in society. With
many unknowns about this new media
platform, I spent many years championing its merit within the company
and across our industry among loads
of friction—and even resistance.
On my 30th anniversary of joining
the tennis industry, it struck me that
certain values from that transformative experience can power our industry’s future.
Caveat: The pandemic changed
the landscape. The 2020 goldrush of
7 million new and returning players handed us a two-set lead in a
marathon match, but it’s no walkover.
The pressure is now on to retain
those players and encourage them to
upgrade their gear, book clinics and
reserve court time.
That’s not all—tennis has to adapt to
the wider societal shifts that outlasted
lockdowns. Specifically, the uptake in
the use of technology and the internet means you ought to invest in that
facility/retail management software
or that app you’ve shelved. Lockdowns
restricted our physical activity and
social interaction, and our mental and
physical health suffered. Tennis has a
solution that boosts both, and we need
to trumpet that.
Finally, the slower, home-based
lifestyle of lockdowns and the increase
in remote working caused people
to reprioritize. Many are questioning how they spend their precious
resources of time, money and energy,
and their environmental impact. Tennis is a joyful pursuit that’s affordable
and local. We need to make it easy for
those new and returning players to
choose “the sport for a lifetime.”
So, how do we answer the demands
of business now and for the future?
Consider what worked during the
last big game-changer: the internet as
mass medium.
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SHUTTERSTOCK

EMBRACING CHANGE

Be open. The president of our magazine division didn’t have a computer
in his office and discarded the whole
internet revolution as a “fad.” Thankfully, HQ didn’t hold that view. Change
is always coming, and there’s a balance
between honoring the history of the
game and adapting to survive and,
hopefully, thrive.
You may not know where the next
big idea or innovation is coming from,
but your customers do. Their needs
and preferences are constantly evolving, so they’re best suited to tell you
where to invest your resources. Talk
to your customers and really listen.
Feedback ratings and surveys have
limits; digital analytics are indicators.
Ask, how can their tennis experience
be made easier and more enjoyable by
what you do?
Think different. The greatest strength
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of this industry is its weakness: Everyone knows everyone, and a majority
are “lifers.” This helps us collaborate
and achieve great things fast. However, at worst, it makes for an insular
industry and tolerates herd mentality. I’ve seen common business sense
abandoned in the name of friendship
or “not rocking the boat,” as I’m sure
you have. Everyone needs to feel free
to use their head, heart and soul in this
business without prevailing influence
from others.
That means investigating new ways,
applying critical thinking, and reflecting on that. Then consider your feelings on the matter for your business
and for the sport. Check in with your
gut, too. Then voice it with confidence.
Have guts. What’s your risk tolerance? Can you afford a little experiment for a potential big pay-off ? The

tournaments willing to credential
online journalists before others got
tons more news coverage. Photographers who were first to learn digital
photography made more money than
their colleagues. It’s not just about
technology; it’s about adopting a cycle
of test-learn-adapt to find the sweet
spot for product-market fit at your
organization.
Perhaps the pandemic lockdown
was just the adrenalin shot the tennis
industry needed. You’ve got the lead
on this changeover. How will you
play it? 
Liza Horan, former longtime president
of the U.S. Tennis Writers Association,
was the first online journalist to be
credentialed by Wimbledon. She
consults on digital strategy and communications from her base in Edinburgh, Scotland. Visit LizaHoran.com.
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